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Abstract: Modern systems often consist of many software-controlled components which must
cooperate to fulĄll difficult to achieve goals. Trying to reduce the cost of running such a system,
e.g., by minimizing total energy consumption, adds additional complexity. To support engineers in
the difficult design of such systems we developed a scenario-based speciĄcation approach enabling
the intuitive modeling of goals and assumptions using short scenarios. These formal speciĄcations
allow defects to be detected and Ąxed early in development. In this paper we present and evaluate an
extension to our approach which enables engineers to model costs of processes and thus to synthesize
controllers which guarantee that the speciĄed goals are fulĄlled in a cost-optimized manner. Our
approach even considers the transfer of energy between components to enable the design of systems in
which, e.g., the braking energy of moving components can be leveraged to reduce the cost of running
a system.

1 Introduction

Modern systems in several domains, e.g., manufacturing, transportation, or health care, often
consist of many software-controlled components which must cooperate to fulĄll their goals.
As users of these systems demand increasingly complex functionality, the processes which
need to be performed by the cooperating components become increasingly complex as well.
This in turn means engineers face difficult challenges when designing and implementing the
behavior required of each component in the system. Processes require the cooperation of
multiple components and every components is involved in the implementation of multiple
processes, often several processes at the same time. Each component must properly react to
external events, e.g., user inputs, as well as internal events, i.e., actions of other components.
Determining and implementing the correct behavior for every component is a difficult and
error-prone task. This task becomes even more difficult when optimization is a concern, i.e.,
Ąnding behavior which not only fulĄlls all requirements but is also optimal according to
some well-deĄned criterion. Typical criteria are reducing the cost of operating a system
or reducing its environmental impact, e.g., through reducing the amount of energy or raw
materials required for the production of a physical item. A good example of such a system
is an automated manufacturing facility in which many robots cooperate to produce cars.
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To support engineers in the difficult design process of such systems we developed a formal,
yet still intuitive scenario-based speciĄcation approach. In our approach, short scenarios
are used to model guarantees (goals, requirements, desired behavior) and assumptions

made about the environment. Scenarios are sequences of events, similar to how engineers
describe requirements to each other, e.g., “When A and B happen, then component C1

must do D, followed by C2 doing E.” These sequences are used to describe, in an intuitive
way [Al14, GMMS12], when events or actions may, must, or must not occur. The formal
nature of scenario-based speciĄcations enables the use of powerful analysis techniques early
in the design process. Through simulation and controller synthesis, which, if successful,
can prove that the requirements deĄned in the speciĄcation are consistent, defects can be
found and Ąxed early during development. Additionally, these same techniques can be
used to directly execute a speciĄcation at runtime or to automatically generate executable
code [Gr15, GG]. Doing so signiĄcantly reduces manual implementation effort, mitigating
some of the cost of writing a formal speciĄcation and potentially even reducing overall
development costs.

In this paper we present and evaluate an extension of our scenario-based speciĄcation
approach enabling engineers to design systems which behave in a cost-optimized manner.
Previously, when synthesizing a controller/strategy, our goal was to Ąnd a behavior strategy
which allows the system to fulĄll all guarantees inĄnitely often as long as all environment
assumptions hold. The extension discussed in this paper enables two things, a) the modeling
of costs associated with the behavior deĄned in a formal speciĄcation, and b) the synthesis
of controllers which minimize the costs of executing the speciĄed system. In some domains,
e.g., manufacturing, negative costs occur: when robots decelerate, their kinetic energy
can, through smart electrical design, be leveraged to drive concurrent processes [Gr14].
Usually, this energy is turned into heat and thus is lost to the system. Our proposed extension
supports the transfer of energy between processes in order to Ąnd a system behavior in
which positive and negative costs signiĄcantly overlap. Thus the overall energy consumption
when running a system can be reduced, i.e., the systemŠs operational costs are reduced. The
work in this paper is part of a realization of our proposed vision of generating code for the
energy-efficient control of production systems [GG16].

Sect. 2 of this paper introduces a running example. Sect. 3 explains some preliminaries.
Then, Sect. 4 discusses the main contribution, cost-optimized synthesis, followed by an
evaluation in Sect. 5. The paper Ąnishes with related work and a conclusion in Sect. 6 and 7.

2 Example

As a running example we use a production system as depicted in Fig. 1. While the Ągure only
shows two robot arms, one welding and the other performing a pick-and-place operation,
this example can easily be extended to additional robots which perform tasks such as drilling
or cutting.
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Fig. 1: A typical production system consisting of two robot arms and two conveyor belts. The Ąrst arm
welds two pieces of a work item Ąrmly together while the second arm picks up the Ąnished items and
places them on a different conveyor belt.

This is a typical production process and can be found in many domains, e.g., the manu-
facturing of cars. Partially built cars move along a conveyor system and once they are in
place for the next step, robot arms move in and perform some action, e.g. tightening screws,
welding, etc., on the car. Then the robots move back into a holding position and prepare
themselves for the next car. These actions are then repeated again and again.

The optimization goal in our example is to Ąnd a strategy for controlling the robots such
that their movement becomes synchronized in a way that minimizes the overall energy
consumption of the system. However, the robots must still fulĄll all required tasks. For this
purpose, we include positive costs for acceleration and movement at constant velocity for
each arm (these must be minimized) and negative costs for deceleration in our speciĄcation.
Braking energy that cannot be used immediately is turned into heat, i.e., it is lost.

3 Preliminaries

In this section we explain two-player games with a General Reactivity of rank 1 (GR(1))
condition, a formalism to which we map our formal, scenario-based speciĄcation. The two
players are the speciĄed system and its environment. To synthesize a controller from a
formal speciĄcation, we try to Ąnd a strategy for the system in a GR(1) game such that the
system is able to fulĄll all guarantees as long as the environment fulĄlls the assumptions.

3.1 GR(1) Games

A game is a directed graph, called game graph, GG “ pV, E, v0q with a Ąnite set of vertices
V , a set of edges E Ď V ˆ V , and an initial state v0 P V . The set V is partitioned into two
disjoint sets V1 and V2. Each vertex v P Vi is controlled by player i, i.e., this player can choose
which edge e “ pv, v1q P E with v

1 P V is traversed to progress the game. Since the players
in our case are the system and its environment, we also use Vsys and Venv instead of V1 and
V2 respectively. E is left-total, i.e., there are no dead ends in GG. A play or run is an inĄnite
sequence of vertices and edges r “ v0e0v1e1v2e2v3 . . . such that @i : ei “ pvi, vi`1q P E.
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A GR(1) game is a game with an additional winning condition for player sys. To help
understanding a GR(1) condition, we start with the simpler Büchi condition. A Büchi
condition consists of a set of goal states G Ď V at least one of which must be visited
inĄnitely often by any run which fulĄlls this condition. The equivalent Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [Pn77] formula is ˝♦g with g “ Şa state v P G is visitedŤ. This condition can
be generalized into a Generalized Büchi condition with multiple, but Ąnitely many, goal state
sets Gi , all of which must be visited independently, i.e.,

Ź

i ˝♦gi in LTL. A GR(1) condition
consists of two Generalized Büchi conditions, the assumptions A “ pA1, A2, . . . , Anq and
the guarantees G “ pG1,G2, . . . ,Gmq with n,m P N such that the formula

˜

ľ

i

˝♦ai

¸

ùñ

˜

ľ

j

˝♦gj

¸

(1)

holds. This condition is fulĄlled iff, whenever all the assumptions hold, i.e., their goal states
are visited inĄnitely often, all the guarantees hold as well.

A strategy for player i is a mapping from any possible Ąnite preĄx p “ v0 . . . vj of any
possible run r , with vj controllable by i, to an edge e “ pvj, v

1q P E. A strategy is memoryless

if the mapping to edges e only depends on the current state vj of a game. Player sys wins a
run r iff r fulĄlls the GR(1) condition of the GR(1) game. Player sys wins a GR(1) game iff
that player has a strategy such that sys wins every possible run r .

3.2 Scenario-based Modeling

We developed a DSL, the Scenario Modeling Language (SML), and an associated tool suite,
ScenarioTools, for creating and analyzing formal, scenario-based speciĄcations [Gr15,
Gr16, GG]. SML is a textual variant of Live Sequence Charts [DH01, HM03a] which we
extended with additional Ćow control features. Listing 1 shows an excerpt of a speciĄcation
written in SML. In SML, short scenarios describe in an intuitive way how objects may,
must, or must not behave. The excerpt shows an assumption of how robot arm movement
works: when the robot is instructed to move, it will immediately accelerate, after that it will
eventually move at a constant velocity, eventually decelerate and eventually arrive at its
destination. At every step it notiĄes the systemŠs controller of its current state. Roles (lines
2&3) in SML serve the same purpose as lifelines in Message Sequence Charts. Different
objects can be bound at runtime to dynamic roles, even concurrently. As an example, if two
robots move concurrently there will be two instances of RobotMovement (lines 4-10) active
concurrently with each instance having different, unique role bindings. Classes of objects
can be deĄned as controllable by the system (line 1). All other objects are uncontrollable, or
controllable by the environment, by default.

An SML speciĄcation consists of sets of scenarios and the play out algorithm [HM03a,
HM03b] deĄnes how they can be interwoven into a play. Basically, the algorithm waits for
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1 controllable { Controller }

2 dynamic role Controller controller

3 dynamic role Robot robot

4 assumption scenario RobotMovement {

5 controller -> robot.move()

6 committed robot -> controller.accelerate()

7 eventually robot -> controller.move()

8 eventually robot -> controller.decelerate()

9 eventually robot -> controller.arrived()

10 }

List. 1: Excerpt from an SML speciĄcation of the example shown in Fig. 1

the environment to choose an event and then activates and progresses scenarios accordingly.
Whenever at least one event, sent by a system object, is enabled which is Ćagged by a
liveness condition (e.g., committed), play out will execute one of these events, unless it is
blocked by another scenario.

The play out algorithm is generally non-deterministic meaning that multiple events may be
possible according to the algorithm given a speciĄc set of active scenarios and an object
instance model. This induces a state space, in particular a game graph GG “ pV, E, v0q.
Each vertex represents a system state, i.e., a set of active scenarios and an object model.
The initial vertex has no active scenarios but still has an object model. Each edge is labeled
with an event that corresponds to the event that caused the changes in the system state
between the two connected vertices. Each vertex is controllable by either the system or the
environment, i.e., all outgoing edges, also called outgoing transitions, correspond to events
in which the senders are all controllable by the same player. To implement the keyword
eventually properly, system controlled vertices might have a system-controllable outgoing
edge explicitly representing Şwait for the environmentŤ.

To turn this game into a GR(1) game, we also extract a GR(1) condition from the speciĄcation.
Each active scenario with unique role bindings is turned into one assumption or guarantee
condition depending on the scenarioŠs type (assumption or guarantee). The goal states for
such an active scenario are all states in which this scenario has no liveness condition to fulĄll
(in particular, this is true if the scenario is not even active in a given state) and no safety
violation of that scenario (tracked via a Ćag) has occurred in previous states. Additionally,
we add a guarantee that contains all environment-controlled states as goal states. This
is to ensure that the system will eventually react to external inputs again, assuming the
speciĄcation is well-separated, which is a desirable property of a good speciĄcation [MR16].
In a well-separated speciĄcation, the system cannot force a violation of the assumptions by
any of its choices, i.e., the system must focus on fulĄlling the guarantees.

Active scenarios AS represent subgraphs of this game graph. These subgraphs are char-
acterized by initializing edges, terminating edges, and a set of states V 1 Ă V in which
AS is active. Initializing edges represent events which activate AS, i.e., which represent
the Ąrst event in the associated scenario S. Terminating edges represent events which
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terminate AS, usually the last event in S. The smallest possible such subgraph is just a single
edge which is both initializing and terminating an active scenario which merely checks a
condition when a certain event occurs. However, for simplicity, we will later only consider
subgraphs in which the sets of initializing and terminating edges are disjoint, implying
V 1 ‰ H. These subgraphs represent activities which last for an extended duration and are
characterized by events which indicate the beginning, progress, or end of an activity. The
scenario RobotMovement in Listing 1 is an example of such an activity. The set V 1 of an
activity can be partitioned into a set of weakly connected components with exactly one
component for each instance of the activity within the game graph.

3.3 Controller Synthesis

Our controller synthesis is an implementation of ChatterjeeŠs attractor-based GR(1) game
solving algorithm [Ch16]. It uses the assumptionsŠ and guaranteesŠ goal states to calculate
attractors. An attractor is dependent on a player and a condition, e.g., a system attractor
of guarantee G j is a state from which the system can ensure to visit a goal state of G j

regardless of the environmentŠs behavior. ChatterjeeŠs algorithm iteratively calculates and
removes environment dominions from the game graph. An environment dominion is a set
of states all of which are not a system attractor of at least one guarantee. Furthermore,
these states are all environment attractors of all assumptions. The states retained after no
further environment dominion can be found are known to contain a strategy which allows
the system to either fulĄll all of its guarantees or to ensure the violation of at least one
assumption. If the initial state of the game graph is in this set, the speciĄcation is realizable,
i.e., the system wins the game. We call the set of retained states the winning states.

To extract a strategy from the winning states we start with calculating system attractors
strategies for all guarantees. This is done via a reverse search starting from the goal states of
a guarantee. First, all goal states are marked as attractors. Then, iteratively, all non-attractor
states which are directly reachable via traversing an edge from an attractor in reverse
direction, are tested whether they are attractors or not, i.e., are they system controllable with
an edge leading to an attractor or are they uncontrollable with all edges leading to attractors.
All new attractors found this way are also marked as attractors and for each new attractor
that is controllable, the edge used to reach it (via reverse direction traversal) is stored as the
systemŠs move in that particular state. These mappings of states to edges are a cycle-free
strategy to reach a goal state, i.e., this mapping is a system attractor strategy.

Next, for each guarantee, we calculate system dominions, analogously to the environment
dominions used in the initial game solving algorithm, in the non-attractor states of that
guarantee. We store the strategy to reach and stay in such a dominion as we did before for
fulĄlling the guarantee. Then we remove it and repeat the process until no further dominion
can be found and removed. This way we end up with a strategy for each guarantee to either
fulĄll it or end up in a subgraph in which at least one assumption is violated.
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Finally, a memoryless strategy can be calculated by creating a new game graph which
consists of m copies of the original graphŠs vertices (m = number of guarantees). The states
in this new graph are labeled with the label of the state they are a copy of and the label of
the guarantee G j which should be fulĄlled next. An arbitrary state, which is a copy of the
original initial state, can be chosen as the new initial state. From this state the strategy for
G j is followed (all outgoing edges are added for uncontrollable states) until a goal state is
reached. The outgoing edges of this goal state are labeled with a new G j1 to fulĄll and its
strategy is then followed. One after another, all guarantees are fulĄlled this way. Most of
the states created by this approach will never be reached, thus creating the necessary states
on-the-Ćy while following the current strategy greatly reduces the resulting graphŠs size.
Memoryless strategies make subsequent processes, e.g., code generation, easier as only the
system state needs to be tracked at runtime as opposed to the entire event history.

4 Cost-optimized Synthesis

In this section we describe our technique for synthesizing a cost-optimized controller. It
is built on top of the GR(1) game solving algorithm described in the previous section,
reusing as much of the existing functionality as possible. We followed a divide-and-conquer
approach in our design. First, we execute the regular attractor-based game solving algorithm.
If the system is realizable, we run our cost optimization algorithm on the winning states.
Finally, we perform a modiĄed strategy extraction to extract a cost-optimized memoryless
strategy from the winning states, or in other words, synthesize a cost-optimized controller.

4.1 Optimization Goals, Costs and Gains

GR(1) games are inĄnite games, i.e., the systems represented by these games are intended
to be run for an indeĄnite amount of time. While this is a good analogy for how systems in
many domains, e.g., manufacturing, are actually run, this poses a problem for optimization:
if every event or activity (cf. end of Sect. 3.2) can, in theory, occur an inĄnite number of
times, how do we model costs in a well-deĄned, preferably Ąnite, way that can be computed
with reasonable effort? We observed that components repeat Ąnite activities an inĄnite
number of times in these games. An analogous pattern in a programming language would
be a while-loop whose loop condition is always true and which, of course, has a Ąnite body.
Often even the whole system follows such a pattern. Thus, to optimize an inĄnite game, we
need to identify its Ąnite ŞbodyŤ, which is a subgraph with a clearly deĄned beginning and
end like that of an activity, and optimize the behavior while in that body.

To identify Ąnite subgraphs during which the systemŠs behavior shall be optimized we added
the ability to annotate scenarios in SML as optimization goals. The activity represented by
the scenario then deĄnes a set of weakly connected components during which optimization
shall be performed. A speciĄcation may already contain suitable scenarios which merely
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must be annotated by an expert. But even if not, SML allows writing appropriate scenarios
which do not alter the game graph or the GR(1) condition induced by the speciĄcation. These
can be used to deĄne optimization goals in a clear, separate manner. Through annotations
engineers can also choose which parts of the systemŠs behavior are optimized while others,
which need not be optimized, e.g., a one time initialization, or which must not be optimized,
e.g., a safe shutdown procedure in case of an error or emergency, remain untouched.

We use the same notion of activities we used for deĄning optimization goals to deĄne costs

(scenarios annotated with a cost P R`) and gains (scenarios annotated with a cost P R´).
By using activities instead of merely assigning cost values to vertices or edges we are able
to identify when costs and gains overlap to model effects like the transfer of energy between
components mentioned in the introduction. Costs may model whichever property shall be
optimized such as the usage of energy, raw materials, or money. Concrete cost values have
to be provided by engineers at design time. Measuring or estimating these costs is outside
the scope of this paper as it depends on the domain of the system and the type of the cost.

Without loss of generality, for the remainder of this paper we only consider optimization
goals, costs, and gains which consist of a single weakly connected component. In practice, we
simply split subgraphs consisting of several such components into multiple subgraphs. For
optimization goals, we further assume that they do not overlap. Optimization goal instances
which, after splitting into single weakly connected components, overlap are merged into one
single instance of an optimization goal. This opens up a new issue: circular dependencies of
goals. If, e.g., two activities which shall both be optimized overlap which each other such
that the end of the Ąrst activity overlaps with the beginning of the second activity and vice
versa, a simple trick can resolve this issue. The circle becomes a Ąnite subgraph if only one
of the two activities is deĄned as optimization goal. If the impact of the activity, which is
not optimized, is sufficiently small or the overlap of the activities is sufficiently large, then
the effect on the resulting optimized behavior can be negligible. Assuming the robot arms in
Fig. 1 work in such a timing that one arm always starts processing the next work item while
the other just Ąnishes its work on its current work item, then only optimizing the movement
of one arm yields good results. It will synchronize itself such to the movement of the other
arm that the overall system behaves in an optimal way.

4.2 Optimization Objective

Our optimization objective is to Ąnd optimal paths through every optimization goal OG

of a game. For every system-controllable v P VOG we want to Ąnd the optimal edge to
choose for the player sys such that the path p “ ve0v1e1 . . . en with en being a terminating
transition incurs the least possible cost. We optimize the worst-case cost, i.e., player env

will always choose the edge that leads to the highest overall cost.
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The cost of a path p “ ve0v1e1 . . . en is deĄned as

costppq “

˜

n
ÿ

i“0

costpeiq

¸

` costptargetStatepenqq (2)

with the cost of an edge ei being the sum of all costs of activities which terminate in ei and
the cost of a state v

1 being the sum of all costs of activities active in v
1. The costs of the

target state v
1 of en are included, despite OG already being terminated, because following

the path p makes performing the activities active in v
1 unavoidable. However, to take effects

such as transfer of energy into account, we consider the effective cost of a path p, which is

effectiveCostppq “ costppq ´ optimalGainppq. (3)

The optimal gain is the maximum amount of cost which can be mitigated by gains. Assuming
we have a function costTransfer : Costs

Ś

Gains Ñ R`
0 which maps pairs of costs c P Costs

and gains g P Gains to the amount of c mitigated by g, the optimal gain is deĄned as

optimalGainppq “ max
costTransfer

¨

˝

ÿ

cPCostsppq,gPGainsppq

costTransferpc, gq

˛

‚, (4)

i.e., it is the result of applying the best possible cost transfer function to all relevant cost and
gain pairs. A cost, and analogously gain, is only relevant to a path p iff it affects costppq,
i.e., it overlaps p. While every path p may have a different optimal cost transfer function, all
such functions must fulĄll the following constraints:

‚ @c P Costs, g P Gains :
`

Vc X Vg “ H
˘

ñ costTransferpc, gq “ 0,with Vc,Vg being
states in which c, g are active, i.e., gains can only mitigate concurrently active costs.

‚ @c P Costs :
´

ř

gPGains costTransferpc, gq
¯

ď costpcq, with costpcq being the cost

value assigned to c. This constraint ensures that no cost is ŞovercompensatedŤ.

‚ @g P Gains : p
ř

cPCosts costTransferpc, gqq ď |costpgq| , i.e., no gain can be ŞoverusedŤ
to mitigate concurrent costs.

A single cost can be mitigated by multiple gains and a single gain can mitigate multiple costs
as long as the constraints above are fulĄlled. Gains, which do not overlap with sufficiently
high costs, are (partially) lost.

4.3 Cost Propagation

Algorithm 1 shows how we apply dynamic programming and depth-Ąrst search to build
a map M of paths, which minimize the effective cost, through an optimization goal OG.
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Algorithm 1 Cost propagation for optimization goal OG

Input: terminating transitions ET of OG
Output: map M of cost-optimized paths

1: initialize empty map M , stack S, set Done, and set Improved
2: S.pushAll(e P ET )
3: while S is not empty do
4: e Ð S.pop(), ss Ð e.sourceState, ts Ð e.targetState
5: if M .contaisKey(ts) ^ ts is system-controllable then
6: p Ð M[ts].Ąrst + e
7: else if M .contaisKey(ts) ^ ts is environment-controllable then
8: p Ð M[ts].last + e
9: else

10: p Ð e

11: effCost Ð calculateEffectiveCost(p)
12: if M[ss] “ null then
13: M[ss] Ð tpu, Improved Ð Improved Y tssu
14: else
15: M[ss].addOrdered(p)
16: if mappingImproved(M , ss, p) then
17: Improved Ð Improved Y tssu

18: Done Ð Done Y teu
19: pushImprovedTransitions(S, ss, Done, Improved)
20: return M

The algorithm starts at the terminating transitions of OG and searches optimal paths in
the reverse direction. Calculating the effective cost of paths in that order is easier than in a
forward search.

For every edge e, the algorithm takes the best path p from eŠs target state to the end of OG

(stored in M), adds e to the front of p (lines 5-10), calculates the effective cost of the new p

(line 11) and then Ąnally updates M (lines 12-17), which will eventually store one entry for
every outgoing transition of every state in OG. The mappings in M are stored in order from
least effective cost to highest effective cost. Mappings with equal cost are stored in the order
they are found, as this will cause strategy extraction to favor edges which do not lead to
cycles within OG.

To calculate the effective cost (line 11), we maintain an additional map of paths p1 “
v

1e0v1e1v2e2 . . . en to a data structure storing the pathŠs (non-effective) cost, which gain
beginning in e0 or later compensates which cost and the degree of cost transfer, and how
much cost transfer from gains active in v

1 could potentially currently occur. From this
information the effective cost of p can be easily computed.

To calculate the cost of p “ vev1e0v1e1 . . . en (concatenation of e and p1), we add the
values of costs terminating in e to the cost of p1, determine the optimal cost transfer from
gains beginning in e (thus turning potential cost transfer into actual cost transfer), and
calculate the new potential cost transfer of gains active in v. When turning potential cost
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transfers to actual cost transfers we approximate the optimal cost transfer function via a
heuristic to avoid expensive combinatorial explosion. Our heuristic is based on the number
numOverlapspgq of costs a gain g could potentially compensate. The idea is to use gains with
less opportunities to compensate costs Ąrst. When multiple gains begin in the same edge,
we process them in the order of their numOverlapspgq from lowest to highest. Similarly,
during the processing of each gain we iterate over costs c based on numOverlapspcq. While
doing so, we make sure that the constraints deĄned in Sect. 4.2 are still satisĄed. Computing
the potential cost transfer from still active gains follows the same approach.

Algorithm 1 uses the sets Improved and Done to determine which edges to push onto the
search stack S (line 19). Whenever S is empty, all incoming edges of states in Improved are
pushed onto S and then Improved is cleared. As an optimization, the incoming edges of a
state may be pushed onto S if all of the states outgoing edges are in Done, even though S is
not yet empty. This reduces the number of loop iterations necessary to fully construct M .

The algorithm will eventually terminate because the terminating edges of OG are only
pushed onto S once and the incoming edges of every vertex v in OG are pushed onto S at
most as often as the number of outgoing edges of v. After termination, M maps every vertex
in OG to a list of its outgoing edges ordered from least to highest effective cost.

4.4 Modified Strategy Extraction

Extracting a cost-optimized memoryless strategy works similar to extracting a regular
memoryless strategy, though requires some modiĄcation to system attractor strategy
calculation. Other steps, e.g., merging the strategies for each guarantees into a single
strategy, work the same as before. This implies that parts of the game graph, in which the
system must ensure that the assumptions are violated, are not optimized. We do not consider
this to be a goal of a well-deĄned system.

The modiĄed system attractor calculation for each guarantee works by iterating over all its
attractor vertices v after discarding the system moves determined by the regular system
attractor calculation (cf. Sect. 3.3). A forward depth-Ąrst search is performed, iterating over
outgoing edges of each controllable vertex in the order stored in M[v] (a random order is
tried when there is no such M[v]). The search starts at an arbitrary controllable attractor
vertex v. When a vertex vGoal , which is either a goal state or for which a move is already
known, is found, the outgoing transitions used to construct the path from v to vGoal are
stored as the systemsŠ moves for each controllable vertex on said path. Then a new search
is started from a controllable vertex for which no move has been determined so far. If the
search detects a cycle in the current path or encounters a non-attractor state it will backtrack.
This way the system will take the most cost-efficient path to fulĄll each guarantee. There
will be no paths with a lower effective cost that lead to a goal state. The approach terminates
as all options are eventually considered, assuming the least cost-effective path is still the
best option which still fulĄlls a given guarantee.
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5 Evaluation

In this section we discuss benchmark results of our approach for the synthesis of cost-
optimized controllers. We measured the time required to execute the algorithms as well as
the size of the game graphs and the synthesized controllers.

5.1 Benchmark Setup

All benchmarks were run on a laptop with an Intel Core i7-5500U, 8 GB RAM, and Windows
10 64-bit. ScenarioTools, the implementation of our DSL and tool-suite, was run using
Eclipse Modeling Tools Oxygen and Java 8. During benchmarking no other processes other
than system services were running on this system and it was not connected to any network.

We ran benchmarks using the example described in Sect. 2. We used different instances
with a varying number of robots for benchmarking. The speciĄcation consisted of seven
scenarios, one of which was annotated as optimization goal, one was annotated as a cost
activity (a robot accelerates and moves) and one was annotated as a gain activity (a robot
decelerates; potentially losing kinetic energy as heat). The speciĄed situation was that of
new work items, e.g., a car, arriving at each robotŠs work station simultaneously, followed
by each robot moving in from a holding position, performing a task (these were not modeled
in detail but kept abstract) and then moving back into the initial holding position waiting for
the next work item. The optimization goal was to minimize the loss of kinetic energy as heat
during each work item processing cycle, i.e., minimize the total energy cost of the system.

Each example was benchmarked 10 times. Before running the actual benchmarks, Ąve warm
up iterations were performed, to prevent the results from becoming tainted by on-demand
resource loading or an undeĄned cache state.

5.2 Benchmark Results

Tables 1 and 2 show our benchmark results. The game graph and controller size comparison
shows that only a fraction of the states and transitions from the game graph actually end
up being part of the synthesized controller, despite the controller potentially containing
multiple copies of each state of the game graph. Also, the state space explosion problem
is apparent, as the size of the game graphs increases exponentially with the number of
robots. Controllers for instances with Ąve or more robots could not be synthesized as
ScenarioTools ran out of memory during game graph creation. Furthermore, there was
a single optimization goal instance which spanned nearly the entire game graph.

Table 2 shows that the majority of time was spent creating the game graph, consuming about
95% of the time required to synthesize a controller. The other steps require a comparatively
insigniĄcant amount of time, indicating that the algorithms for performing these other steps,
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number of robots 1 2 3 4

states in game graph 16 279 4010 52877

transitions in game graph 16 379 6310 91477

states in controller 16.0 62.7 1462.7 18954.7

transitions in controller 16.0 67.7 1818.3 26681.3

states in optimization goal 14 275 4002 52861

Tab. 1: Size of the game graphs, synthesized controllers, and the optimization goal subgraph; controller
metrics are averaged over 10 iterations.

number of robots 1 2 3 4

game graph creation 21.8 ms 326.3 ms 6109.5 ms 117181.8 ms

GR(1) game solving 0.1 ms 1.7 ms 44.5 ms 2193.4 ms

strategy extraction (just GR(1)) 0.4 ms 1.5 ms 41.6 ms 1974.1 ms

cost optimization 0.1 ms 1.7 ms 18.8 ms 468.7 ms

strategy extraction (optimized) 1.6 ms 2.7 ms 57.9 ms 2739.1 ms

total (extracting opt. strategy) 23.6 ms 332.4 ms 6230.7 ms 122583.0 ms

Tab. 2: Performance measurements; all measurements are times in milliseconds and averaged over 10
iterations.

including the cost optimization presented in this paper, scale sufficiently well to larger
systems. Game graph creating becomes a problem long before these other steps start to run
slowly. In particular, the cost optimization, i.e., extracting optimization goals, costs, and
gains and propagating effective costs through optimization goals, scales well. For larger
systems, it performs signiĄcantly better than every other step. Overall, for the instance with
four robots, cost optimization and modiĄed strategy extraction added only 1233.7 ms to the
process compared to synthesizing a non-optimized controller. This means for that instance
the overall synthesis time only increased by 1%.

The modiĄed strategy extraction appears to require signiĄcantly more time than the regular
strategy extraction for smaller systems (a factor 4 difference for a system with a single robot),
but this difference decreases as the size of the system increases (a factor 1.39 difference
for a system with four robots). While the effect on the overall synthesis process is already
negligible, Table 2 also indicates that the performance difference between the two strategy
extraction approaches themselves becomes negligible for sufficiently large game graphs.

6 Related Work

There are many approaches for synthesizing optimized controllers from a formal speciĄcation,
e.g., by Smith et al. [Sm10], Karaman et al. [KF11, KSF08], Wolff et al. [WTM12], and
Jing et al. [JEKG13]. The last one even offers an extensible GR(1) synthesis tool [ER16].
These approaches use temporal logic, usually LTL, for their formal speciĄcations and
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transition-based costs. Our approach, instead, uses intuitive scenario-based speciĄcations
and optimizes based on activities. Activity-based costs are necessary to leverage effects
such as the transfer of braking energy to drive concurrently active components.

Also related is the work done on energy games. Introduced by Bouyer et al. [Bo08], there are
synthesis approaches proposed by Chatterjee et al. [Ch10, CRR14], Maoz et al. [MPR16],
and Brim et al. [Br11]. Actions performed by the players, i.e., transitions traversed in the
game graph, cause an energy level to rise and fall throughout the game, thus modeling
costs and gains. The Ąrst playerŠs objective is to keep this level non-negative. Again,
transition-based costs and gains are insufficient for our optimization objective (cf. Sect. 4.2).

Mean pay-off games offer the ability to model vertex-based rewards [CHJ05]. Maximizing
rewards can be interpreted as minimizing costs. However, vertex-based costs/rewards have
the same limitations as transition-based rewards.

Pellicciari et al. [Pe13] try to utilize idle times of individual robot trajectories. Wigström et
al. [Wi13] use dynamic programming to determine an optimal task schedule for a multi robot
cell. However, neither approach is able to automatically Ąnd optimization opportunities
outside of isolated time windows or pre-deĄned energy exchange opportunities between
components. Our approach is able to consider all optimization opportunities.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an approach for synthesizing cost-optimized controllers from
scenario-based speciĄcations, an intuitive method for creating formal speciĄcations. We
evaluated the performance of this optimization technique and found that it works very
fast, especially for larger systems. It is able to handle optimization goals which leverage
the transfer of energy between components to reduce the overall energy consumption of a
system, a goal difficult or even impossible to model in many existing approaches.

In future work, we want to extend SML with the ability to model time-based constraints
and costs. This enables not only the modeling of safety properties in which timing plays
an important role but also opens up new avenues for optimization. In robotics, moving a
component the same distance at different speeds causes different energy consumptions. To
take advantage of this, we need to know how much time a component has to fulĄll its goal
without slowing down the overall system. Furthermore, knowing how long processes take
would also allow for a more accurate model of cost compensation. If we know by how much
the deceleration and movement of different components overlap we can more accurately
determine how much of the braking energy can actually be recouped.
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